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Heating by absorption in the focus of an objective lens
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We derive an integral solution for the local heating of a linearly absorbing, uniform medium exposed to
strongly focused light. Numerical results for local heating under typical multiphoton microscopy and optical
trapping conditions are presented for various aperture angles. In contrast with common Gaussian beam
approximations, our model employs the focal-intensity distribution as described by the point spread function of
the lens. In this way, the model also accounts for axial heat transportation, which results in a lower prediction
for the temperature increase. For an aperture of 1.2 (water immersion), irradiation with 100 mW of 850-nm
light for 1 s increases the local temperature of water by 0.2 K. Heating of water by linear absorption can
be ruled out as a limiting factor in standard multiphoton-excitation microscopy.  1998 Optical Society of
America
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Focal heating caused by linear absorption in the
near infrared is receiving considerable attention as
a limiting factor in the rapidly evolving techniques
of optical trapping1 and multiphoton-excitation mi-
croscopy.2 Viable biological specimens consist mainly
of water, which because it features nonnegligible
absorption in the 700–1100-nm wavelength range1

is expected to be heated in the sample. Two-photon
microscopy is therefore usually performed with sub-
picosecond lasers, which provide high peak power
at moderate average power,2 Pave. The signal of a
two-photon-excitation f luorescence microscope varies
with P 2

aveystf d, where t represents the pulse width
and f the repetition rate.3 For high numerical aper-
tures (NA’s) of 1.0–1.2 (for water), t  200 fs, and
f  80 MHz, a rather modest Pave ø 3–15 mW is used.
Pulse compression often is employed to reduce further
the average power used.

Useful estimates of focal heating have been
published,2,4 albeit for simplif ied conditions. Experi-
mental results5 obtained for optical tweezer conditions
showed sample heating of slightly less than 3 K at
NA  1.3 (oil) and Pave  170 mW. Denk et al.2

estimated the temperature increase in femtosecond
two-photon-excitation microscopy and predicted a tem-
perature increase of water in the range of as much as a
few degrees Kelvin for Pave  50 mW. This model im-
plied an axially invariant Gaussian focus that, besides
not representing high-NA conditions, cannot account
for axial heat transportation. In essence, heating
through linear absorption (of water) remains an issue
in multiphoton-excitation microscopy. In this Letter
we present a method based on the three-dimensional
intensity point spread function (PSF) of the lens that
allows for precise calculation of the focal temperature
increase.

Let us assume an infinite sample with uniform
extinction coefficient g, volume heat capacity cn , heat
conductivity L, and refractive index n. The temporal
evolution of the temperature T is then given by the
differential equation
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s≠t 2 C=2dT sr, td  f sr, td , (1)

where C  Lycn, f  pycn , and p denotes the ab-
sorbed power per unit volume. Let r and z be cylindri-
cal coordinates originating at the focal point and n 
k 3 NA 3 r and u  k 3 a 3 NA 3 z the corresponding
optical coordinates. Here the NA is n sinsad, n is the
refractive index of the medium, a is the semi-aperture
angle, k  2pyl, and l is the vacuum wavelength. For
convenience we define a  4 sin2say2dysinsad. We de-
scribe the focal-light distribution with the dimension-
less intensity PSF hsu, nd and introduce a new time
scale, b  tyb0, with b0  fk2sNAd2Cg21. With hsu, nd
normalized to unity, the integral over a plane of con-
stant u is well approximated by 4p. We then rewrite
Eq. (1) as follows:µ

≠b 2 a2≠u
2 2

1
n

≠nn≠n

∂
q  h , (2)

where T  jq  gP y4pLq . An integral solution can
readily be derived from Eq. (2), but a numerical analy-
sis involving long irradiation times becomes inaccu-
rate because of the oscillating nature of the PSF and
the finite integration range. An upper-bound approxi-
mation can be given with an axially invariant Gauss-
ian beam, hsnd  exps2n2y4d, and, neglecting the axial
heat conduction, we find that q 0s bd  lns1 1 bd.

To derive the exact solution, we Fourier transform
Eq. (2) in the space coordinates:

s≠b 1 l2 1 a2s2dq̂ sl, sd  csl, sd . (3)

Here csl, sd 
R

dvv
R

du expsiusdJ0slvdhsv, ud is the
optical transfer function for which a closed-form
expression is found that involves one incomplete
elliptical integral of the second kind.6 csl, sd has a
first-order singularity in l at the origin and is zero for
l . 2 or s . 0.5. Note that l and s are different in
Ref. 6. Temporal dependence of the irradiation can
be accounted for by a b-dependent complex factor on
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the right-hand side of Eq. (3). For a sudden onset of
radiation at b  0 the solution is given by

q̂ sl, s, bd  csl, sd
Z b

0
db0 expfs2l2 2 a2s2d sb 2 b0dg ,

 csl, sd sl2 1 a2s2d21

3 h1 2 expfs2l2 2 a2s2dbgj . (4)
We readily f ind q by calculating the Fourier back-
transform of q̂ . The temperature is thus given by
1y2p times the volume integral of q̂ , where the in-
tegrand turns nonsingular in the origin owing to the
two-dimensional integral over l. Note that q depends
solely on the aperture angle.

Numerical evaluation was done with an algorithm
that integrated q̂ over the space of positive l and
s. The integration area was successively contracted
around the origin. Figure 1 shows the temporal evo-
lution of focal heating for a NA  1.2 water-immersion
lens calculated with a relative accuracy of 0.4%, along
with the prediction made with the Gaussian beam
approximation. It is found that although the logarith-
mic behavior is still valid the calculation for the Gauss-
ian beam significantly overestimates the temperature
increase.

This overestimation is expected to be greatest for
high apertures, at which, owing to inherent strong ax-
ial focusing, axial heat dissipation is important. This
expectation is confirmed in the calculations (Table 1),
in which the temperature increase predicted by the
Gaussian model is compared with that predicted by
our model. Table 1 shows the focal-temperature in-
crease in water exposed to constant 850-nm irradiation
of Pave  100 mW of average power for 1 s. The Gauss-
ian approximation overestimates focal heating by 35–
55% for very high NA’s (1.2–1.3). In fact, the focal
temperature increase is less than 0.25 K for all NA’s
considered.

It is also interesting to consider the limiting case in
which the irradiation time approaches zero. In this
case, heat dissipation becomes too slow to cool off the
focal area. Heating then depends solely on Pave; i.e.,
the Gaussian model becomes accurate. The tempera-
ture increase will be stronger for a higher NA and
can be estimated with q  jtyb0. In particular we
can estimate transient heating by a single pulse of
duration t, as encountered in multiphoton-excitation
microscopy. For pulses in the femotosecond and pi-
cosecond ranges, the increase in temperature does not
depend on t and is given by DT  jysb0vd. Assuming
that L  0.6 W K21 m21 and g  1.3 m21, we obtain
DT  0.0025 K for a Ti:sapphire system running at
850 nm.

Table 2 shows the result of irradiation at NA  1.2
at different wavelengths for 1 ms, 1 ms, 1 s, and 10 s,
thus accounting for the spectral dependence of the ex-
tinction coefficient. Focal heating owing to linear ab-
sorption by water can be expected to remain less than
3 K for all wavelengths shown. An estimate for arbi-
trary irradiation times, wavelengths, or media can be
derived with Tables 1 and 2 in conjunction with Fig. 1.

Our calculation implies a sample with infinite
boundaries. The sample, however, is in contact with
the coverslip and the microscope, which can act as a
heat sink. By displaying a (slow) logarithmic in-
crease, the calculations slightly overestimate the long-
term heating. Even for constant irradiation the
sample temperature is expected to approach a steady-
state value. However, we do not expect this phenome-
non to be signif icant in image recording because of the
short times involved.

Transient heating by two-photon absorption is some-
times mentioned as a potential hazard. The squared-
intensity PSF describing two-photon absorption can be
well approximated by a double Gaussian, so a closed-
form solution is readily found. We note that, given

Fig. 1. Temperature increase of the focal point of a lens
focusing light into a uniform medium, as predicted by the
Gaussian beam approximation (dashed curve) and numeri-
cal calculation (solid curve). The curves can be applied to
various media and wavelengths by use of appropriate scal-
ing. The inserted time scale and temperature scale exem-
plify the case of a NA  1.2 water-immersion lens focusing
100 mW of 850-nm light into water.

Table 1. Temperature Increase T and Logarithmic
Approximation Tp for Different NA’s after

Irradiation of Water with 100 mW at 850 nm for 1 s

NA b0 snsd T sKd Tp K TyT p 2 1 s%d

0.4 800 0.231 0.242 4.7
0.8 200 0.236 0.265 12.3
1.0 128 0.227 0.273 20.3
1.2 89 0.206 0.279 35.4
1.3 76 0.183 0.282 54.1

Table 2. Temperature Increase for Different
Wavelengths at NA5 1.2 after Irradiation

of Water with 100 mW for Different Durations

T sKd

l snmd jsKd b0 snsd 10 s 1 s 1 ms 1 ms

650 0.013 52 0.18 0.16 0.10 0.02
750 0.016 69 0.22 0.19 0.11 0.04
850 0.017 89 0.23 0.21 0.12 0.04
950 0.172 111 2.32 2.03 1.16 0.33

1050 0.146 135 1.94 1.69 0.97 0.26
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a micromolar absorber concentration and a 20% ex-
citation rate of molecules per pulse, we calculate an
upper bound for the temperature increase in the sub-
millikelvin range if all absorbed power is transformed
into heat.

Liu et al.5 measured a temperature increase of ,3 K
after 8-s irradiation of an aqueous sample by Pave 
170 mW of 1064-nm laser light focused with a NA  1.3
oil-immersion lens. The aperture angle is comparable
with that of a NA  1.14 water-immersion lens, for
which we calculate a temperature increase of 3.4 K,
in close agreement with the experimental result. The
residual difference can be explained by the large
refractive-index mismatch between the oil-immersion
system and the water sample.7

Importantly, our results imply that, for a large
power, Pave ø 100 mW, and l , 1070 nm, the wa-
ter temperature in the focus will not increase more
than 3 K. Hence, for most multiphoton microscopy
applications, heating through linear absorption will
not play a destructive role, except in (probably rare)
cases in which other strongly absorbing molecules
are present in high concentrations. This conclusion
holds for pulsed and cw lasers. We believe that our
findings will encourage the development of two-photon
microscopy with longer pulses and cw beams. For a
higher average power, optical trapping in the sample
cannot be ignored. Our results, however, show that
heating of water by linear absorption can be ruled out
as a limiting phenomenon in standard multiphoton
microscopy.
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